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In your January 29th blog concerning online surveys, you stated that 
research should be experiential and emotional. This really seemed to 
resonate with the user-centered techniques I studied at Ohio State, such 
as developing “make tools” to articulate users’ emotions. This is why I 
am interested in an internship at [company] when one becomes available. 
With my strong education and penchant for learning, I will make an ardent 
member of the [company].

I am a recent graduate Magna Cum Laude from the Ohio State 
Department of Design. In a team of three, I developed a semantically 
focused pressure washer concept which placed first in sponsored 
competition. My skier communication thesis involved studying usability 
in extreme conditions, as well as gathering data on radio infrastructure 
and regulations. A semester in Germany gave me first hand experience 
designing for varying cultural factors by working outside the familiarity of 
my own background. And while employed at the Ohio State Digital Union, 
I instructed workshops in Photoshop and tablet use, further refining my 
communication skills.

Guest critics from [company] provided invaluable feedback during my 
thesis, so I am eager to learn the details of your process while contributing 
the solid foundational and critical thinking skills expected of a college 
graduate. Take a look through my portfolio, and I will follow up with you 
next week. Thank you for your time.

-Jeff

Jeffrey Carver

jcarver.design@gmail.com
614 302 0139

[name withheld],



On the slopes, where cell phones often don’t have signal or are left behind in the 
lodge, losing your group means spending the rest of the day by yourself. 
How can skiers stay in contact with each other, without investing in expensive 
equipment?

Where’s Waldo?



Communicate without buying your 
own radios. 

Ski with the comfort of knowing 
where your friends are, and 
knowing paramedics can find you. 

Rent it from the resort.



Users didn’t test mock-ups in street 
clothing. They put on gloves, coats, 
and hats to emulate real skiing 
conditions.

Ideation was guided by 
understanding user behavior and 
preference.
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Try using a phone with mittens.



recessed talk button mic/speaker



Ski with confidence.



Rest at the lodge and meet up with 
friends on your schedule. Play hide 
and seek. Take advantage of your 
‘5 mile’ skier discount at the bar. 
Implementing this system changes 
what is possible on the slopes.

Ski for fun.

Reserved channels through 
digital modulation

Track friends and family
Dynamic updates on slope 
conditions

Record and share statistics Take photos


